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Trademarks
Nuance®, the Nuance logo, Dragon, the Dragon logo, PowerScribe™ and PowerMic™ are
trademarks or registered trademarks of Nuance Communications, Inc. and/or its subsidiaries in
the United States and/or other countries.
Other names and trademarks referenced herein are trademarks or registered trademarks of
their respective owners.

Copyright notice
This publication is copyrighted, and all rights are reserved by Nuance Communications, Inc. No
part of this publication may be reproduced, transmitted, transcribed, stored in a retrieval
system, or translated into any language or computer language, in any form or by any means,
electronic, mechanical, magnetic, optical, chemical, manual, or otherwise, without the prior
written permission of Nuance Communications, Inc., 1 Wayside Rd., Burlington, MA 01803.

Copyright © 2002-2024 Nuance Communications, Inc. All rights reserved.

Disclaimer
All content within this guide is intended for general information only. Nuance, its affiliates,
agents and employees, and all persons acting on its or their behalf ("Nuance"), disclaims to the
maximum extent permitted by law, any and all liability that may be based on this information
or errors or omissions in this guide. Nothing stated or posted in this guide or available through
any services is intended to be, and must not be taken to be, the practice of medicine or the
provision of medical care.

Reasonable efforts were used to present an accurate guide. Given the constant advances in
technology, medical knowledge, and legal and regulatory frameworks in which healthcare
services operate, Nuance reserves the right to change, amend, update or replace the
information contained in this guide, in part or entirely, for any reason or no reason. Nuance will
endeavor, without implied guarantee, to keep the content and information contained in this
guide reasonably current and accessible, but Nuance will not be liable for environmental and
operational changes, errors or omissions, or factors it does not control, including without
limitation, failure of electronic and mechanical equipment, communication over the internet,
computer viruses, unauthorized access or misuse. Nuance does not guarantee, represent, or
warrant that your use of the services will be uninterrupted, error-free, accurate, reliable or will
meet your requirements. Nuance does not guarantee that you will be able to access or use the
platform (either directly or through third-party networks) at the time or location of your
choosing. Mention of non-Nuance products or services is for information purposes only and
constitutes neither an endorsement nor a recommendation.

To the maximum extent permitted by law, the information in this guide is provided "AS IS," "AS
AVAILABLE," "WITH ALL FAULTS," and without warranty of any kind, either express or implied,
including but not limited to, the implied warranties of merchantability, fitness for a particular
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purpose, and non-infringement. Nuance shall not under any circumstances be liable to any
person for any special, incidental, indirect or consequential damages, including, without
limitation, damages resulting from use of or reliance on the information presented, loss of
profits or revenues or costs of replacement goods, even if informed in advance of the possibility
of such damages. Your use of, or inability to use, or activity in connection with the services and
information in this guide is at your sole risk. Nuance expressly disclaims any responsibility for
any damage, injury, harm, cost, expense, or liability arising out of or related to your use or
misuse of this guide.

Nuance Communications
One Wayside Road
Burlington, MA 01803
www.nuance.com/healthcare

www.nuance.com/healthcare
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Overview

For accurate speech recognition, Dragon Medical One must capture clear audio from the user's
device. To achieve this in a virtualized environment, it requires the following considerations:

l The client workstation, where the user is dictating, is not running a locally-installed
instance of Dragon Medical One or the EMR. The apps are running on a virtualization
server or virtual desktop. The workstation displays a bitmap representation of the apps or
virtual desktop via a receiver app.

l Dragon Medical One must be installed on the same server or virtual desktop as the EMR
to be able to access the EMR's text fields.

l Button controls and high-quality audio must be routed from the workstation where the
PowerMic is connected to the virtualization layer where Dragon Medical One and the
EMR are running.

This guide summarizes the types of virtualized environments at customer sites and the available
Nuance solutions. It helps Nuance customer-facing personnel to recommend the best solution
for each customer's configuration.

Note:Many sites install Dragon Medical One locally in addition to a virtual configuration; local
installations aren't the primary focus of this document.
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System configurations

Dragon Medical One and the EMR can be hosted on a virtualization server (for example, Citrix
XenApp) or included in a virtual desktop image running on a virtualization server (for example,
Citrix XenDesktop).

The workstation can be a thick client running a full Windows version, a thin client running Linux
or Windows Embedded or a zero client with no operating system.

A site's configuration might include a virtualization vendor for which Nuance provides custom
channels (Citrix, VMware); this affects the choice of solution for the site.

A customer might use more than one of these configurations. Therefore, more than one
Nuance solution might be needed to fulfill a site's requirements.

Single-hop virtualization

Dragon Medical One and the EMR are hosted on a virtualization server or included in a virtual
desktop. The apps/virtual desktop are streamed to the user's workstation. Audio and
microphone buttons must be routed from the workstation to the virtualization server/virtual
desktop where Dragon Medical One and the EMR are installed.
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Double-hop virtualization

A double-hop configuration is most common when a site accesses an EMR hosted by the EMR
vendor (for example, Cerner) and also uses a desktop virtualization solution such as
XenDesktop. In this configuration, Dragon Medical One is hosted with the EMR. Audio and
microphone buttons must be routed through two virtualization layers or delivered via an
alternative route that bypasses the intermediate virtualization layer.

For more information on double-hop configuration for Citrix and VMware environments, see
Nuance - Double Hop Configuration for Citrix Environments included in the Nuance virtual
extensions package.
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Available solutions

PowerMic Mobile

PowerMic Mobile is an iOS and Android app that routes audio and button controls from a
smartphone to Dragon Medical One via a secure internet connection. This works independently
from the virtualization technology and bypasses the intermediate virtualization layer in a
double-hop configuration. Because no additional software needs to be installed on the client
workstation, this is the only Nuance solution that works with zero clients.

To use PowerMic Mobile, the user logs in to the mobile app and Dragon Medical One with the
same user name. The user name can be defined in the site's authentication infrastructure or in
the Nuance Management Server (NMS), explicitly for use with PowerMic Mobile. A Nuance-
hosted component, the PowerMic Mobile Server, pairs PowerMic Mobile with the Dragon
Medical One instance based on the matching user name. Once the two apps are paired, the
audio and button controls are delivered from PowerMic Mobile to Dragon Medical One via the
PowerMic Mobile Server.

PowerMic Mobile provides the following additional benefits:

l The site doesn't need to purchase and install hardware PowerMics.

l Users can bring their own mobile devices or the site can provide shared devices.

l PowerMic Mobile can be used on site and remotely, when a network connection is
available.

The following diagram illustrates the PowerMic Mobile architecture and workflow:
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Nuance virtual extensions

The Nuance Citrix and VMware audio extensions and PowerMic extensions provide custom
audio and microphone button channels for the following products:

l Citrix XenApp and XenDesktop/Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops

l VMware Horizon View

l Microsoft Windows 10 and Windows Embedded operating systems

l Linux thin clients (for more information on thin clients supporting device splitting, contact
your vendor)

l The following speech recognition apps:

Dragon Medical One
Apps based on Dragon Medical SpeechKit (.NET and COM editions)

Audio extensions

The Nuance Citrix/VMware audio extensions reduce the bandwidth required to transfer audio
data from the client workstation to the server/virtual desktop where Dragon Medical One is
installed. Native audio channels can require up to 1.4 Mbit/s bandwidth between the client
workstation and the hosted app. The Nuance audio extensions require 27 kbit/s. This enables
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Nuance to offer compatibility with the most common virtualization solutions while at the same
time delivering industry-leading speech recognition accuracy.

The Nuance audio extension is only installed on the client workstation (client end point).

PowerMic extensions

Microphone buttons, sliders and other controls must be routed to Dragon Medical One
separately from audio. To enable this for the PowerMic in a Citrix XenApp/XenDesktop or
VMware system, the Nuance PowerMic extensions provide a custom channel for PowerMic
button controls.

The Nuance PowerMic extension is only installed on the client workstation (client end point).

Vendor native audio channels

Important: To use PowerMic buttons, you need to configure device splitting (available for
Citrix and VMware environments, Windows client end points and some Linux-based clients).
For more information on thin clients supporting device splitting, contact your vendor.

Citrix HDX

Citrix HDX audio channel (Citrix optimized virtual channel) redirects audio data to the virtual
desktop at a significantly lower bandwidth than regular USB redirection.

VMware RTAV

VMware Horizon View Real Time Audio and Video (RTAV) redirects audio and video data to the
virtual desktop at a significantly lower bandwidth than regular USB redirection.

Limitations
If you use native audio channels instead of the Nuance audio extensions, you might experience
the following limitations:

l The bandwidth increases from 28 kbit/s to 150 kbit/s or higher.

l The microphone input volume can't be changed on the client end point; this might lead
to audio gaps if the volume isn't configured correctly.
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l Automatic gain control (AGC) and voice activity detection (VAD) aren't available.

l Controlling the client end point isn't possible (for example, disabling the screen saver
during recording or disabling the buttons/stopping recording when the screen is locked).

l In standby mode, the audio data are streamed continuously from the client end point to
the server or virtual desktop. When recording is on, audio data are also streamed even if
the user isn't speaking.

l If Citrix HDX is used in combination with USB device splitting, each time a user roams to
another client end point, they must manually select the HID device they want to redirect
to be able to use the microphone buttons.

USB redirection

Citrix XenApp/XenDesktop 7.15+ and VMware View 7.6+ can redirect the USB device from the
client workstation to the server/virtual desktop. PowerMic bandwidth consumption via USB
redirection is approximately 440 kbit/s in Citrix environments and approximately 1 Mbit/s in
other virtual environments. There can be limitations depending on the virtualization platform
and version used by a site. For example, VMware Remote Desktop Services Host (RDSH) doesn't
support USB redirection on the server side.

Note:We don't recommend using USB redirection because it depends on the state of the
network and is therefore unreliable. In addition, some devices require a high network
throughput even when they're idle. Audio devices work better with the native audio channel.

Use native audio channels and device splitting in the following cases:

l When using a PowerMic with a zero client or with a thin client not supported by the
Nuance virtual extensions.

l When using a double-hop configuration.
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Recommendations

Note:More than one Nuance solution might be needed to fulfill a given site's requirements.

Zero clients

Recommended solution: PowerMic Mobile.

l Doesn't need additional software to be installed on the client workstation.

l Doesn't need hardware to be connected to the client workstation.

l The audio is compressed to optimize network bandwidth and encrypted for security.

Alternative solution: Vendor native audio channel.

l Should only be considered if the site needs to use PowerMic or composite devices from
other microphone vendors.

l Doesn't need additional software to be installed on the client workstation.

l The audio is compressed to optimize network bandwidth and encrypted for security (if
enabled).

Remarks

l Nuance virtual extensions can't be installed on zero clients.

Single-hop configuration (thin or thick clients)

Recommended solutions:

l Nuance virtual extensions if the site uses a supported virtualization vendor.

l Vendor native audio channel if the virtualization vendor isn't supported by the Nuance
virtual extensions.

Alternative solution: PowerMic Mobile if the site wants increased mobility or doesn't want to
purchase PowerMics for all workstations.
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Double-hop configuration (thin or thick clients)

Recommended solutions: Combination of vendor native audio channel and Nuance virtual
extensions.

Alternative solution: PowerMic Mobile if the site wants increased mobility or doesn't want to
purchase PowerMics for all workstations.

Recommendations overview

Technology Bandwidth Recommended for

Nuance virtual
extensions

27 kbit/s Microsoft Windows and Windows Embedded
operating systems

Igel thin clients

PowerMic
Mobile

27 kbit/s Thin and zero clients

Double-hop configuration

Citrix HDX Approximately 150 kbit/s Microsoft Windows operating systems

Thin and zero clients

Note:We recommend setting the audio quality
option to High for optimal speech recognition
quality.

VMware RTAV > 200 kbit/s (depends on
the VMware settings)

Microsoft Windows operating systems

Thin and zero clients

Citrix USB audio 500 – 1000 kbit/s Microsoft Windows operating systems

Thin and zero clients

VMware USB
audio

500 – 1000 kbit/s Microsoft Windows operating systems

Thin and zero clients
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References

For more information, see the following:

l Nuance - Deployment and Configuration for Citrix Environments

l Nuance - Deployment and Configuration for VMware Horizon View Environments

l Nuance - Deployment and Configuration for Microsoft RDS Environments

l PowerMic Mobile Installation and Administration Guide (for on-premise installations)

l IGEL Knowledge Base

https://kb.igel.com/
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